
The most recent trip to Ethiopia saw myself and 3 young volunteers from Melbourne 
head up onto the plateau to continue work on the school and, in particular, 
construction work on the second classroom.   Whilst the weather can be cool at night, 
for the most part we were blessed with good weather during the day, with the 
occasional shower or thunderstorm being sighted off the plateau, but this did not 
affect our work. 
With the footings for the second classroom having been laid in 2017 when we 
commenced the first classroom, the local stonemasons had been able to get some of 
the corner stonework completed prior to our arrival. Once on site we set about doing a 
full inventory of all the tools and building materials, along with co-ordinating the 
construction work to get the walls up to pitching plate/top plate height in order to get 
ready for the roof construction.  Using four local stonemasons and a large contingent 
of local labourers we were able to achieve quite a substantial amount of building in the 
time we were there, despite the delays and frequent religious holidays that we 
encountered.  Much of the stone had already been cut and shaped, which allowed the 
walls to proceed at a good pace. We set out the window sills and, as the windows 
were not immediately on site, ensured that allowances were made to guarantee that 
the fabricated steel windows would fit in the spaces between the stone pillars once 
they arrived. Lintels were made for above the door and scaffold constructed to ensure 
the work could continue as it rose steadily above the ground. Sand and cement were 
continually hauled down some 800m from the next plateau by donkey and human, 
although this time, thankfully, we had water on site, saving the girls the backbreaking 
job of carting water in. 
  
It was lovely to see so many children coming and going to school each day, especially 
now that the enrolments are up to 70 students. The younger children are being taught 
in the old temporary wooden classroom for the moment, due to the larger number of 
students. The teachers and students are very much looking forward to having the 
second classroom completed and having more space in which to learn.  It 
was refreshing to see the students utilising access to the running water, which is now 
readily available outside the toilet block.  Each morning they would enthusiastically 
wash before classes began.  It was also wonderful to see the boys engaging with the 
students at break-times, with ball games and physical activities, and they built up a 
strong relationship and connection with the children. 
 
One day I presented the teachers with a range of picture storybooks that I had taken 
over, along with some posters (which I wish I had laminated first!). On another occasion 
I read to the children from storybooks that I had also taken with me. These particular 
stories had been written by Ethiopian children and were printed in both Amharic and 
English. I read first to the children in English, then passed the book to the teacher who 
read to them in Amharic. We then spoke about the moral of each story and how it 
might have related to the children's own lives. 
With fewer rainbows to catch this time, most mornings saw me up at dawn, hopeful of 
capturing one of the stunning sunrises, which were much less elusive than Hudad 
sunsets.  
On the days that we were unable to work we tried to make the most of the 
opportunities by going on walks, relaxing and soaking up the stunning scenery. On 
one occasion walked up to the next plateau, to a place known as the 3 Tukels, which 
sits some 800m above the Hudad Plateau. We then traversed across the plateau and 



down to where the first reservoir sits beside a local spring, the water source that now 
provides water to the school. We investigated the solar panels and associated 
infrastructure to ensure it was all functioning correctly and were surprised to see a 
thriving garden, which was being tendered to by the local guard. On our way back, we 
were invited to have coffee in the home of the site foreman, Bele, which was a great 
experience for boys.  
On another occasion we were also invited to have coffee in the family home of another 
of our workers, Truiwork. Both families live in the traditional style timber and thatch 
roof tukels, where the family sleep with their animals, the animals sleep at ground 
level, with family members sleeping on an elevated platform that helps to keep them 
warm inside the hut at nighttime. 
  
The vegetable garden beside the school has been a great success and it was 
encouraging to see produce being sold while we were there to the many villagers and 
locals who regularly walk by the garden. Money from this project goes into a 
community account to provide funds to buy more seedlings each season. 
  
At every opportunity whilst working on the school I engaged with tourists or hikers 
heading across the plateau, explaining the project to them and informing them as to 
what we are trying to achieve. This was always warmly received and has resulted in 
some vitally needed funds coming in from around the globe. 
  
Thomas, one of the volunteers, and I were due to return to work for another month in 
mid-March but, sadly, I had a fall and broke my collarbone and had to return to 
Australia early. At the beginning of May another contingent of volunteers will be 
heading over to continue work on the toilet block and the second classroom. It is 
hoped that the toilet block will be completed and fully functional during the next 
volunteer trip to the Hudad. 
 
One of the nicest things about returning to Lalibela and the plateau was seeing old 
friends, and also that when mentioning the school in Lalibela, you became acutely 
aware that so many more people know about the FoTH project and the value that it is 
to the children of the Hudad and surrounding area. 
  
Our sincere thanks to Esubalew, Thomas and Myles for their commitment and time on 
the plateau. As mentioned above, it was wonderful to see how you interacted with the 
children when the opportunities arose. I am sure that the students were delighted to 
have you engage with them and thoroughly enjoyed playing ball games and having 
conversions with you. Your efforts, enthusiasm and input are greatly appreciated. 
  
Regards Dean McLaren 
Board Member 
FoTH 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 


